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Agenda

• The Environment
• The Challenge
• Discussion
The Environment

43 Coalition Partners

Movements take weeks

51% of earth.
Why can’t the Department of Defense manage distribution like FEDEX, DHL or WALMART?
Does not include AFFES, DECA, Mail, FEDEX/DHL, LOGCAP/Contractor!
The Automation Challenge – too many systems

Dept of State

AIR FORCE
- AFEMS
- SBSS
- CAS

ARMY
- LIW
- RFITV
- JMAR

USMC
- MAARS II
- MDSS II
- SASSY-U
- SASSY-R

US NAVY
- OIS (H/S)
- U2
- FIMARS
- CASEMIS

DLA
- AMS
- DMARS
- FLIS
- DODAAAF
- BSM
- DSS
- DAAS-RIC

Integrated Data Environment

ASSET VISIBILITY

TRANSCOM
- GTN
- TMDS

COAST GUARD
- NESSS

Dept of Trans

Dept of Energy

Other Fed Agencies
Thoughts

• Money spent on Log Automation $$$.
• Stop Stovepipes
• Joint Funding
• Joint Solutions